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Life of pi literary devices

p. 135 (Pi descibing Richard and sail Richard's underneath) - each of his claws as sharp as a knife. And he couldn't get through it like a jack in a box. p. 145 (Description of the appearance of Richard Parker) - with a high forehead, as with a bear ... With ear that look ridiculous mouse-like. p. 160 (Pi explains the feeling of losing your
parents) - who supports you as the trunk of the tree supports it's branches ... It's like losing the sun over you. p. 191 (Richard Parker look description) - were small, expressive ears in the shape of perfect arches ... face that looked like the wings of a butterfly. p. 201 (Description of the lifeboat) - it took place on the surface of the water, as
the fingers grasping the edge of the cliff. Metaphor of the name Life pi:- Circle of life, and infinite space around Pi itself.- The journey of life itself. 191 (Richard Parker facial expression) - bore the expression vaguely old and Chinese. p. 250 (wildlife living under a lifeboat and raft) - What I saw was an upside down town, small, quiet and
peaceful ... p. 284 (Waves of the sea during the storm) - These waves were really mountains. p. 135 (Sounds pi heard while the ship sank) - ... and what about whistling the wind and hissing the sea as the waves broke. p. 201 (Description of the lifeboat) - it took place on the surface of the water, as the fingers grasping the edge of the cliff.
p. 11 (What his uncle did to Pi when he was a child) - He brought me to the beach, outstretched his hand seaward and said, 'This is my gift to you.' p. 239 (Pi describes how long he survived while still at sea) - I survived 227 days. p. 330 (Richard every night after they landed on the island) - Richard Parker continues to return to the
lifeboat. It shows the reader that there may be something wrong on the island at night that Richard Parker is afraid of, or at least does not like.p. 333 (Richard Parker's life on the island of algae) - Richard Parker was getting fatter every day. The harbinger tells the reader that there is life somewhere on the island. Theme These are animals
we haven't stopped for. (Page 41) Imagery Stripe of black and orange flowed from one cage to another. (Page 39) Dramatic irony But he can't be Hindu, Christian and Muslim. It's impossible. He has to choose. (Page 76) Repetition But one thing is clear: Atman is trying to realize Brahman, to be united with Absolute, and it travels in this life
to the pilgrimage where he was born and died, and again he was born, and dies again, and again, and again, and again, until he manages to shed the vaginas that imprison here below. (Page 53-54) That big, black, tropical cat managed to survive more than two months in the Swiss winter without anyone seeing her, let alone attack
anyone, makes it clear that she escaped from the zoo. They are not dangerous criminals on the run, but only wild creatures trying to fit in. (Page 46) My name is Piscine Molitor Patel. (Page 24) Simile I imagined that he lured Muslim worshippers to the mosque, just as the bells called us Christians to the church. (Page 65) Assonance His
hand went BOOM BOOM BOOM on my head. (Page 63) Foreshadowing Yes, it was all energetically pointed out by my confused parents. You know, they didn't know. They didn't know I practised Hindus, Christians and Muslims. ' (Page 71) Hyperbole Isn't it? Well, good enough that God was with you.you tried to kill him! You banged it on
the cross with big nails. (Page 74) Babylon English-Chinese (S) (名) 拟观, 拟论 A character can be a person, an animal or any character in a literary work. The characters are essential to the plot to progress, because they reveal the ideologies and themes of the book. Yann Martel's novel Life of Pi has characters that show his philosophy
of life as well as understanding faith. Some of the main characters have been described below. Characters in the life of PiCharacter #1Pi or Piscine Molitor PatelPi is the protagonist of the novel and the whole story revolves around it. At first, he's an unreliable storyteller. He recounts his naming during the school years, his early life in India,
as well as his relationship with family and friends. The story has a turning point when you travel from Pondicherry Zoo to Canada. Pi's experiences are the philosophy of religion with a quizzical view of life. Pi depends on his love stories, highlighting his observing religions and his survival skills. He shows his suffering with animals,
especially the tiger in the boat. The journey is two hundred and twenty-seven days in the Pacific Ocean after losing his family. He is forced to break his veggies, eat fish to survive. His journey with animals helps him during his journey. He learns about human and animal nature and instincts. The main plot is to learn to make friends,
Richard Parker, tiger. Through Pi, the reader get to know the virtues of faith, survival and religious harmony. His character also discusses life, the existence of God, the dilemma of religious harmony and the difference between human and animal instincts. Character #2 Richard ParkerRichard Parker is a Royal Bengal Tiger. His name is
mixed up and confused with Richard Parker because of an administrative error. However, Pi eventually names him to facilitate his one-sided communication. A voluminous bodily wild animal, Parker stays with Pi during his ordeal journey across the Pacific Ocean. Although Parker kills other predators, he remains a faithful and faithful
companion of his human friend, feeling that he is a source of food and safety for him. Before Pi, he as a tamed animal and protects it from other predators. So do Pi think about the existence of animals and thinking. When Pi tells an alternative version of his story to officials, he uses Parker in his story. Parker's character shows strength,
resilience and loyalty despite being a wild animal. Character #3The Author hears about Pi when he meets Francis Adirubasamy at a cafe in India. Pope Francis offers to tell Pi's story to strengthen his faith in God. To verify the story and accounts of the trip, he meets Pi in Toronto and gets all the details of his trip. He also writes a note to
the author at the beginning of the novel to share his thoughts with his readers about the event. Although he shares a narrative space with Pi, as a visiting writer or narrator, he never reveals his true identity at any moment in the plot. Perhaps, Yann Martel wrote a fictional account of his own trip to India.Character #4Santosh Patel's former
hotelier and animal lover, Santosh's Pi father and his teacher. He owns a zoo and serves animals. It taught him different skills unknown to other people around him. During his rush, he learned the survival technique of his sons. He also instructs them to be kind and care for wildlife. He is not a practicing Hindu himself, but he does not deter
the religious choices of Pi, which make him reflective and deeply philosophical. The character #5Gita PatelGita is Pi's mother. She also a teacher, instilling a love of books in it. Unlike patriarchy, she holds her ground through her submissibility and female quality of persecution. Despite being raised as a Hindu with a Baptist education, she
does not follow any religion. However, she questions Pi's decision of three religions and asks him to reconsider his decision. She disappears while traveling across the Pacific Ocean. In Pi's alternative version of the story, she took the form of Orange Juice on a lifeboat. The character #6Francis AdirubasamyFrancis Adirubasmay Pi father
of a friend. He teaches Pi swimming as a child, giving him his name Piscine Molitor in memory of the Piscine Molitor pool in Paris. Pi calls him Mamaji, (uncle of the mother in the Indian language) out of respect. He tells part of Pi's story when they happen to meet in a coffee shop. He remains as the father figure of Pi.Character #7Satish
KumarSatish Kumar is a Pi biology teacher in Monday's high school. He is a major influence on Pi's skepticism for his atheist beliefs. When he encounters the polio-virus and gets sick, his suffering lead him away from God. Therefore, he believes only in scientific knowledge and facts. Pi accepts his atheist views as another part of the faith.
Pi is also inspired by Mr Kumar's command over his subject Zoology.Character #8Ravi PatelRavi Patel's Pi older brother. He chooses sports study, Pi. He enjoys popularity at school and berates Pi for his choice after multiple religions. She even bullies him after meeting them with various zoo animals. The character #9Father martinFather
Martin is a Catholic priest who introduces Christianity Pi. Although he gives a message of love, he disagrees with Pi for following various other religions along with Christianity. He shares almost the same view as a Hindu scholar, Satish Kumar, a Muslim mystic when it comes to Pi's religious choices. The #10The frenchman and CookThe
Frenchman and chef are known as Hyena. The Frenchman, who is also blind, appears to be both human and animal. He confesses to his cannibalistic activities. He shows madness when trying to kill and eat Pi. He was later killed by Richard Parker, a tiger. There is speculation that the Frenchman and Cook are the same people. Citations
or citations are some lines, verses, excerpts or paragraphs from a literary work. These quotes or quotes depict, sometimes, its main theme, or aspect of the topic, or some universal truth. Quotes or quotes in the life of Pi Yann Martel not only contains mystical and life-changing elements, but also versatility. Some of life of Pi's popular
quotes have been explained below. Quotes in the life of PiQuote #1 I know that zoos are no longer in the good graces of people. Religion faces the same problem. Some illusions about freedom plague both Part-I, chapter -4Pi comments on his perception of wildlife kept at the zoo and compares it to people's general views about religion.
He argues that people perceive things through their deceptive ideas and believe them as objective truths. In zoos, animals are given favorable conditions to live. Similarly, through religion, believer perception is given the same circumstances. Quote #2 If Christ spent the night in prayer, if he erupted from the Cross: My God, my God, why
did you leave me? then we certainly have also allowed doubts. But we have to move on. To choose doubts as the philosophy of life is similar to the choice of immobility as a means of transportPart -1, Chapter -7Those lines echo Pi thoughts after meeting his teacher Mr. Kumar of Petit Seminaire. He then questions the existence of God.
He thinks logic and scientific reasoning is greater than any religious teaching. Pi agrees with his teacher, but also tells the reader that one cannot imagine life without the presence of God. As it is through faith in God that man trusts in the various meanings of life and human purpose e.Quote #3 There are animals that we have not stopped.
Don't think they're harmless. Life will be defended no matter how small it is. Every animal is wild and dangerous. It may not kill you, but it will definitely hurt you. Part -1, Chapter -8Pi Father Santosh teaches his sons Pi and important lesson on instincts. It takes them close to a cage of small and humble animals such as guinea pigs. He
advises them not to take any living creatures for granted. He explains that life is important for every living being and that every soul will fight for its survival. To quote #4She I thought for a second. One. That's what this is about. One nation, one passport. One Nation in the sky? Yes. Or none. There's this possibility, too, you know. These
are terribly old-fashioned things you've taken on. If there's only one nation in the sky, shouldn't all passports be valid? Part -1, Chapter -26Pi questions his mother about the existence of different religions such as Islam, Christianity and Hinduism. He asks why their supporters don't have religious harmony. If the ultimate goal is to serve and
love God, it can be done according to any religion. Pi argues that if there is only one nation, it means there should be a valid passport for him. In other words, it means that if there is a single deity in the sky, there should be one religion. Quote #5 In moments of wonder, it's easy to avoid small thinking, entertain ideas that cover the universe
that capture both thunder and tinsel, thick and thin, near and farPart -2, chapter -85Pi comments over the nature of relief and rescue from natural hazards such as storms. He marvels at the work of the universe. He thinks that when confronting nature's miracle, one cannot stop thinking about its origin, its process and the power that
governs it. Nature is full of surprises and reminds mankind of God's grace and his plans. Quote #6Dostal to my feet, for the first time in a long time I made such an effort. Can you believe it, Richard Parker? People, food, bed. Life is ours again. Oh, what bliss! Part -2, Chapter -86Pi hits another ship in the ocean. He screams with
happiness as he talks to Richard Parker, the tiger. He believes that basic life needs, such as food, shelter and human society, are happiness. He concluded that from his birth until his death, a person's life revolves around the struggle to meet these inevitable life needs. Quote #7 what do you mean? You're the most valuable, beautiful
person in the world. Come on, my brother, let's be together and feast on each other's companyPart -2, Chapter -90Pi and Richard Parker are exhausted by the starvation and suffering of the rough sea. It shows that man and animals are, although of different natures, are companions in this life. They suffer from the same diseases and
desires. As Richard Parker says, they can eat each other, which means Pi is willing to sacrifice himself. To quote #8Len because you've never seen them. That's right. We believe that what we seePart -3, chapter -99The conversation between Pi and officials reveals Pi subjectively While Pi is rescued on the coast of Mexico, he has been
through many ups and downs. He also experienced the various rewards of nature present in marine life. However, when he describes his suffering to officials, they fail to trust him and present various scientific or historical facts. In reply, Pi tells them they can never believe in his story if they don't experience it themselves. It also draws an
important life lesson that one should always be open to subjective experience and knowledge. To #9Čo you don't realize is that we are a strange and forbidding species of wildlife. We fill them with fear. They avoid us as muchPart -3, chapter -99Pi speaks with Mr. Okamato and Mr. Chiba says that human beings are strange and bizarre
compared to animals. It means that people scare animals in the same way that animals scare us. That's why animals feel threatened to share natural habitats with humans. Quote #10Nechcem you bully me with your courtesy! Love is hard to believe, ask any lover. Life is hard to believe, ask any scientist. God is hard to believe, ask any
believers Part -3, Chapter -99Pi answers to interrogation officials that they should meet with believers who believe in love, science and God. He further uses sarcasm for their courtesy. He goes on to say that with faith in the philosophy of things, one can find answers and real salvation. It means that only logic cannot answer the questions
of life. In other words, it means that both life and God seem disturbing to the seeker, because they cannot fully understand them. Their.
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